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Fans Make Our World Fans Make Our World 
Go RoundGo Round

 A Fan is the most widely used A Fan is the most widely used 
device to move airdevice to move air

 Almost every building in the Almost every building in the 
world has a fan installed in itworld has a fan installed in it

 Fans are one of the most Basic Fans are one of the most Basic 
and simplest machines yet are and simplest machines yet are 
the most misunderstood the most misunderstood 



  

The BasicsThe Basics
 CFM (cubic feet per minute): Fans are rated in CFM for CFM (cubic feet per minute): Fans are rated in CFM for 

airflow. One CFM is one cubic foot of air being moved airflow. One CFM is one cubic foot of air being moved 
through a fan or piece of ductwork in a one minutes through a fan or piece of ductwork in a one minutes 
timetime

 SP (static pressure): Is the measure of the amount of SP (static pressure): Is the measure of the amount of 
pressure required to move a specified amount of air pressure required to move a specified amount of air 
(CFM) through a piece of ductwork (CFM) through a piece of ductwork 

 HP (horsepower): The amount of work a machine can HP (horsepower): The amount of work a machine can 
perform in a period of time. One HP equals 33,000 perform in a period of time. One HP equals 33,000 
foot/pounds of work per minute also equal to .746 kwfoot/pounds of work per minute also equal to .746 kw

 BHP (brake horsepower): The amount of horsepower BHP (brake horsepower): The amount of horsepower 
required to move a fans wheel to produce a required required to move a fans wheel to produce a required 
flow and pressure. This is a consumption rating as flow and pressure. This is a consumption rating as 
compared to the production rating of horsepower itselfcompared to the production rating of horsepower itself



  

Fan Wheel DesignsFan Wheel Designs

 FC (forward curved): Wheel design that is used for low FC (forward curved): Wheel design that is used for low 
pressures high flows. First mass produced wheel type used pressures high flows. First mass produced wheel type used 
mainly in air handlers. 60% efficientmainly in air handlers. 60% efficient

 AF (double thickness airfoil): Wheel design that is good for AF (double thickness airfoil): Wheel design that is good for 
medium pressures and high airflows. This is the most efficient medium pressures and high airflows. This is the most efficient 
wheel design. 85% efficientwheel design. 85% efficient

 BC (backward curved single thickness airfoil): Same basic BC (backward curved single thickness airfoil): Same basic 
design as the airfoil but this wheel has only a single surface design as the airfoil but this wheel has only a single surface 
that is airfoil in shape. 80% efficientthat is airfoil in shape. 80% efficient

 Radial: This wheel design is used in industrial material Radial: This wheel design is used in industrial material 
handling applications and medium to high pressure handling applications and medium to high pressure 
applications with lower airflows. 72% efficientapplications with lower airflows. 72% efficient

 RT (radial tip): This wheel design is a BC fan that has had the RT (radial tip): This wheel design is a BC fan that has had the 
very edge of the blade flattened out. This is used in very edge of the blade flattened out. This is used in 
applications where higher flows are required at medium to applications where higher flows are required at medium to 
high static pressures. Usually in heavy duty industrial high static pressures. Usually in heavy duty industrial 
application. 78% efficientapplication. 78% efficient

 PB (pressure blower): This is a radial bladed very narrow PB (pressure blower): This is a radial bladed very narrow 
width wheel that is designed for low airflows and high width wheel that is designed for low airflows and high 
pressures. 75% efficientpressures. 75% efficient

 Axial: This wheel design is used in axial fans. These are Axial: This wheel design is used in axial fans. These are 
generally low pressure high flow exhaust applications such as generally low pressure high flow exhaust applications such as 
roof exhaust fans. 78% efficientroof exhaust fans. 78% efficient



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

Should I Use A VFD On My FanShould I Use A VFD On My Fan

 A VFD (Variable Frequency Drive) is used A VFD (Variable Frequency Drive) is used 
to change the operating speed of a fan to change the operating speed of a fan 
by electrical not physical meansby electrical not physical means

 Speed change is required on most Speed change is required on most 
commercial and industrial installations commercial and industrial installations 
when a system is balancedwhen a system is balanced

 Saves money on maintenance and first Saves money on maintenance and first 
cost of an installation – Starter versus cost of an installation – Starter versus 
VFDVFD

 Saves on the operating cost of a fan by Saves on the operating cost of a fan by 
removing the need for a damper and removing the need for a damper and 
allowing for direct drive fans to be used allowing for direct drive fans to be used 
eliminating belt losseseliminating belt losses



  

VFD EconomicsVFD Economics
Fan Example: 10HP $.06kw/hr 8000 hrs/yrFan Example: 10HP $.06kw/hr 8000 hrs/yr

% Speed% Speed
HP Required HP Required 
                          
VFDVFD

HP Required HP Required 
DamperDamper

Duty Cycle Duty Cycle 
% of time% of time

HP Required HP Required 
(weighted) (weighted) 
VFDVFD

HP Required HP Required 
(weighted) (weighted) 
DamperDamper

100100   1010   1010   2020   2.002.00   2.002.00

8080   5.15.1   9.69.6   3030   1.531.53   2.882.88

6060   2.22.2   8.68.6   3030   .66.66   2.582.58

4040   .64.64   7.77.7   2020   .13.13   1.541.54

  4.324.32   9.009.00



  

VFD Economics SummaryVFD Economics Summary

 Operating cost per year VFD: 4.32(wthp) x .746(kw/hp) x Operating cost per year VFD: 4.32(wthp) x .746(kw/hp) x 
8000 hours x .06(cost per kw/hr) = $ 1,546.918000 hours x .06(cost per kw/hr) = $ 1,546.91

 Operating cost per year Damper: 9.0(wthp) x .746(kw/hp) x Operating cost per year Damper: 9.0(wthp) x .746(kw/hp) x 
8000 hours x .06(cost per kw/hr) = $ 3,222.728000 hours x .06(cost per kw/hr) = $ 3,222.72

 Annual Savings bases on VFD control versus control by a Annual Savings bases on VFD control versus control by a 
Damper would be $ 1,675.81Damper would be $ 1,675.81



    

Thank YouThank You

Brien M BuelowBrien M Buelow
MK Systems Inc.MK Systems Inc.
1455 Brummel1455 Brummel

Elk Grove Village, IL 60007Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
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